
Our growing company is looking for a commercial lead. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for commercial lead

Develops & executes global marketing programs as directed by Global
Marketing Lead (brand, disease state and patient-finding), seeking input,
perspectives & collaboration from relevant functions (including Franchise,
Business Insights, R&D, CMLR team, Regions, LOCs and Finance
Analyse the 3-year strategic plan and identify growth levers and sales
priorities
Integrate the overall Commercial strategic plan into the construction of the
sales growth plan
Cascades the sales growth plan and priorities to Key Account Managers, and
consistently track the execution to ensure achievement of the objectives
Set the sales incentive targets for Key Account Managers
Align with Trade Marketing, Marketing and Supply chain to influence internal
plans to grow profitably the business
Access the national marketing strategy and incorporate into sales plans to
increase customer acquisition and retention
Work with regional and global marketing team, medical affairs, market access
and commercial colleagues to develop and tailor the brand positioning and
clinical/payer value propositions
Work with cross functional team to develop local customer focused marketing
strategy and implementation plans
Segment and prioritise customer base and develop sub-national plans to
maximise effectiveness
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Three years of experience in the installation, maintenance, troubleshooting
and correcting diverse HVAC issues
Building Automation/Management System (BAS/BMS) programming and
troubleshooting
Be available to work nights or weekends, on a rotating basis, to respond to
emergency situations during or after hours for the purpose of resolving
immediate safety concerns
Maintain vehicle, tools and equipment for the purpose of ensuring availability
in safe operating condition
Diagnose diverse service issues, obtain any replacement parts, and calibrate
system to manufacturer’s recommendations
Perform routine and preventive maintenance as needed for the purpose of
ensuring the ongoing functioning of HVAC systems


